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Complex Indices and a Blocking Account of the Sequence of Tenses Serge Minor CASTL, Tromsø December, 2011



Introduction Broadly speaking, this paper is concerned with the nature of indexical features, i.e. features that encode the properties of the utterance context. Such features include reference to the speaker of the utterance, to its addressee(s), to the time and location of the utterance. The paper consists of two parts. The first part is mostly theoretical. In it, I put forward a proposal concerning the interpretation of bound indexical pronouns which, I believe, allows to avoid some problems and stipulations characteristic of other approaches to this phenomenon (esp. Kratzer 1998, von Stechow 2003, Kratzer 2009, Cable 2005). Specifically, I propose to treat person features are parts of the index of pronominal expressions. As such, person features are fed as arguments to the contextually given assignment function g, on a par with the traditional numeric index. Person features on this view carry instructions for g to return individuals with a certain numeric index from a restricted sub-domain of individuals. Conceptually, this approach can be viewed as a development of the theory of bound indexicals put forward by Cable (2005), although I show that the theory proposed here allows us to get rid of a whole number of stipulatory assumptions of Cables’s approach, as well as to avoid some empirical problems. The second part of this paper discusses the phenomenon of the Sequence of Tenses (SOT). I pursue the idea that Tense heads are ‘pronominal’ in that they denote variables over time intervals (cf. Partee 1973, and especially Heim 1994 and Kratzer 1998). Building on the theoretical assumptions discussed in the previous section of the paper, I push the analogy between tenses and pronouns a little further, and assume that different Tense heads enter into competition which is handled by the same economy conditions as the competition observed between different types of pronouns. I believe, that this approach allows us to reduce the contrast between languages which manifest SOT constraints (e.g. English), and those which appear to lack SOT (e.g. Russian) to a minimal difference in the inventory of Tense heads, without invoking an additional “SOT Parameter” (cf. von Stechow 2003, Grønn & von Stechow 2010). Specifically, I argue that SOT arises as an effect of a underspecified TPRES head with an initially unvalued moprhological tense valuing this feature via a syntactic operation (Agree), and consequently blocking the use of a non-defective TPRES head. This type of blocking is shown to 1   



be directly parallel to the blocking effect that, as argued by Reuland (2001, 2005), forces the use of SE-anaphors over pronominals in local binding configurations. Languages which lack SOT effects are then languages that lack the defective TPRES head.



1. A Semantic Account of Bound Indexicals 1.1.Bound readings of indexical pronouns Consider example (1), attributed by Kratzer (1998) to class lectures by Irene Heim: (1) Only I got a question that I understood. This example is ambiguous, depending on whether the lower instance of ‘I’ is interpreted as a bound variable or not. On one reading, this sentence means ‘Only I am an x such that x got a question that I understood’. In this case the lower 1st person pronoun is not interpreted as a bound variable, but refers to the speaker of the utterance. But there is a second reading: ‘Only I am an x such that x got a question that x understood’. On this reading the lower ‘I’ is interpreted as a bound variable, bound by the higher subject. Significantly, on the most plausible interpretation, this variable ranges over a set which includes the speaker and other individuals other than the speaker. The question that such examples pose concerns the semantic contribution of the person feature on the lower pronouns on the bound-variable reading. It appears that generally, in non-bound configurations, the 1st person feature on pronouns restricts their reference to the utterance speaker. Why then does that same feature not play a role in restricting the range of possible values of the variable denoted by the 1st person pronoun in bound-variable configurations? The problem is clear for approaches that take 1st person pronouns to simply denote the speaker, as opposed to 3rd person pronouns that are usually taken to be interpreted by applying an assignment function g to their numerical index (cf. Kratzer 1998): (2) a. [[I]]g,c = speaker(c) b. [[he6]] g,c = g(6) If (2a) is indeed the denotation of first person pronouns, and semantic binding is taken to involve certain manipulations of g, but not c (see below), bound variable readings of such pronouns are ruled out. 2   



This problem can also be formally stated for the influential presuppositional approach to person features (cf. Kratzer 2009 citing Cooper 1983, see also Heim & Kratzer 1998: 244-245, Heim 2005). Under this approach, first and second person pronouns are taken to be just like third person pronouns in that they carry numerical indices and are interpreted by applying the assignment function g to those indices. The contribution of person features (on a par with gender and number features) under this approach is to impose certain presuppositional restrictions on the result supplied by the assignment function: (3) From Kratzer (2009): c. [[I8]]g,c = g(8) if g(8) is the speaker in c, undefined otherwise. d. [[he6]] g,c = g(6) if g(8) is a single male, undefined otherwise. Let’s take sentence (1) and try to derive its bound reading using the denotation in (3). To do this, I must first make explicit my assumptions about semantic binding in general. I will assume the more or less standard approach to semantic binding (cf. Heim & Kratzer 1998: 184-188; Cable 2005 adopts a basically identical system): a) DPs come with numeric indices; b) for semantic binding to occur, a DP must quantifier raise, leaving a trace in its original position which carries its index; c) when a DP carrying an index i moves to a position sister to X, its index i is inserted in the position immediately dominated by X; this index is interpreted as a λ-operator according to the Predicate Abstraction rule.



Predicate Abstraction Rule (Heim & Kratzer 1998: 186) Let α be a branching node with daughters β and γ, where β dominates only a numerical index i. Then, for any variable assignment a, [[α]]a = λx ∈D.[[ γ]]a’, where a’ is identical to a except that a’(i) = x. For example, sentence (4) on the bound variable reading will involve the derivation in (5a-b): (4) Every boy liked his teachers. (5)



TP



a. every boy6



VP



liked



DP his6



teachers 3 



 



b.



TP’’ every boy6



TP’ 6



TP t6



VP liked



DP his6



teachers



The structure in (5b) is derived from (5a) by quantifier raising the DP ‘every boy’ and inserting its index into the structure. TP’ is interpreted by means of the Predicate Abstraction Rule: for a contextually specified assignment function g, [[TP’]]g = λx.[[TP]]g’:6->x = λx.[[t6 liked his6 teachers]]g’:6->x, where g’ is identical to g, except that g’(6) = x. Since [[t6]]g’ = [[he6]]g’ = g’(6) = x, [[TP’]]g = λx. [[x liked x’s teachers]]. This predicate in turn combines with the generalized quantifier ‘every boy’ to yield the intended meaning ‘every x is such that if x is a boy then x liked x’s teachers’. Note, that the bound variable reading for (4) obtains when the pronoun carries the same index as the quantificational DP, and thus turns out to be co-bound with its trace. But since indices are assigned to DPs freely, this does not have to be the case. If the pronoun in (4) carries a different index from the subject DP, it turns out not to be bound by the λ-operator introduced through quantifier raising of the subject: (6)



TP’’ every boy6



TP’ 6



TP t6



VP liked



DP his12 4 



 



teachers



In this case, [[TP’]]g = λx.[[t6 liked his12 teachers]]g’:6->x = λx.[[x liked g(12) teachers]]g. The pronoun in this case will refer to whatever individual is returned by the assignment function for the index 12. Suppose, that in a given context g(12) = Bob. Then, in that context (6) would mean ‘for every x if x is a boy then x liked Bob’s teachers’. Now, let’s apply the same procedure to (1). We are trying to derive the bound variable reading, so let us assume that the lower first person pronoun carries the same index as the DP ‘only I’: (7) a.



TP only I6



VP got



DP a



NP question



CP that I6 understood



b.



TP’’ only I6



TP’ TP



6 t6



VP got



DP a



NP question



CP that I6 understood
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(7b) is again derived from (7a) by quantifier raising and inserting a binder. And again, the node TP’ is interpreted according to the Predicate Abstraction rule: for a contextually specified assignment g, [[TP’]]g = λx.[[TP]]g’ = λx.[[t6 got a question that I6 understood]]g’, where g’ is identical to g, except that g’(6) = x. We interpret the trace in this case the same way we did for the structure in (5): [[t6]]g’ = g’(6) = x. The interpretation of the bound pronoun, on the other hand, is different in this case. Following the denotation in (3), we have: [[I6]]g’ = g’(6) = x if x is the speaker in c, undefined otherwise. This means that: [[TP’]]g = λx.[[x got a question that x understood]] if x is the speaker in c, [[TP’]]g is undefined otherwise. This function then combines with the quantifier ‘only I’. Suppose, ‘only’ has the following denotation: (8) [[only]] = λx.[λP. P(x) and ∀y∈C[ P(y) → y=x]], where C is a contextually determined set of individuals. Then, [[only I]] = λP. P(speakerc) and ∀y∈C[ P(y) → y=speakerc]. This combines with the denotation we got for [[TP’]] to yield the denotation of TP’’. But since [[TP’]] applied to an individual is only defined if that individual is the speaker, [[TP’’]] is only defined in the special case when C (the contextually relevant set of comparison) contains the speaker and no other individual. In this special case [[TP’’]] is equivalent to a simple statement ‘the speaker is c got a question that the speaker in c understood’. In all other cases [[TP’’]] is undefined. This is clearly not the bound variable reading we are looking for. We arrive at a similarly unsatisfactory result if we adopt an alternative denotation for ‘only’, e.g. the one in (9): (9) [[only]] = λx.[λP. P(x) and ∀y∈C[ y != x → !P(y)]]. This is the outline of the problem. The common solution provided for bound variable readings of sentences such as (1) has been to assume that in this case person features on bound pronouns are not interpreted: either they are deleted during the derivation prior to interpretation (cf. von Stechow 2003, Heim 2005), or, conversely, they are only added at a later stage of the derivation when the interpretive component can no longer access them (cf. Kratzer 1998, 2009). The drawback of the former, ‘deletion-based’, approach is that it has to stipulate a deletion mechanism which applies to features under semantic binding, and which must, moreover, be restricted to features that match the features on the binder. 6   



Kratzer’s (1998, 2009) ‘constructivist’ approach at least partly overcomes this conceptual problem by relying on independently established syntactic mechanisms of feature copying, e.g. Agree1. But this approach suffers from a number of empirical difficulties, stemming from the fact that the relation between bound indexicals and their binders does not generally conform to the syntactic locality conditions involved in Kratzer’s theory. For instance, a bound indexical can be separated from its binder by more than one clause boundary (contra the claims in Kratzer 1998). The following examples are from Cable (2005): (10)



Only I got an e-mail you thought I would like. (Everyone else got bad news.)



(11)



Only I think it’ll fall if I let go. (After all, I have the firmest grip on it.)



(12)



Only I asked if you said I was lazy. (No one else heard anything about your



insults.) Kratzer (2009) acknowledges the existence of examples involving ‘long-distance’ binding relations which are problematic for her theory. She cites the following examples from German: (13)



Du bist der einzige, der glaubt dass jemnd deinen Aufsatz versteht. ‘You are the only one who thinks that somebody understands your paper.’



(14)



Du bist der einzige, der jemand kennt, der deinen Aufsatz versteht. ‘You are the only one who knows somebody who understands your paper.’



The presence of such examples leads Ktratzer (2009) to postulate the existence of two types of bound indexical pronouns: in Kratzer’s terminology, ‘local fake indexicals’ and ‘non-local fake indexicals’. The former are analyzed as ‘zero pronouns’, which acquire their person features via transmission mechanisms late in the derivation, while the latter are taken to be full-fledged pronouns carrying person features which are interpreted via a semantic mechanism proposed by Cable (2005). Thus, it turns out that Kratzer’s ‘feature transmission’ approach to bound indexicals cannot provide an account of the full range of data, and an additional semantic mechanism for capturing bound indexicals proves to be indispensable. In the following sections I review Cable’s (2005) proposal, and then put forward an alternative approach, which, as I show, requires significantly less stipulations about the nature of first and second person pronouns, and at the same time avoids some empirical problems that Cable’s theory faces.



                                                             1 Kratzer’s (2009) theory also involves a mechanism for ‘Feature Transmission under Binding’, which seems to have significantly less independent motivation. 7   



1.2.Cable’s (2005) approach to bound indexicals In a 2005 manuscript, Seth Cable proposed a novel approach to the treatment of bound indexicals which does not involve postulating any operations to delete or add person features to indexical pronouns. Instead, Cable proposes that λ-abstraction can manipulate not only the assignment g function as in the standard approaches (see above), but also certain parameters of the context c, specifically the reference of the speaker and the addressee. Formally speaking, the interpretation function [[.]] comes with a number of parameters with respect to which the utterance is to be evaluated: the world w and time t, the variable assignment function g, the speaker s and addressee a. First and second person pronouns are taken to refer to the speaker and the addressee supplied by these parameters: (15)



[[I]]w,t,g,s,a = s



(16)



[[you]]w,t,g,s,a = a



Third person pronouns are interpreted in the usual way by applying the assignment function g to the pronoun’s numeric index. First and second person pronouns crucially differ from third person pronouns with respect to the indices they are allowed to carry. Following Cable, I will for the moment restrict the discussion to first person pronouns, and come back to second person pronouns later when I discuss a number of problems that arise for Cable’s approach. First person pronouns can carry one of exactly two indices: s or 1, but no other index. These indices are present on traces left by moved items. The interpretation of traces which carry these indices is the following: (17)



[[ts]]w,t,g,s,a = s



(18)



[[t1]]w,t,g,s,a = g(1)



Note that 1 is a normal pronominal index which is interpreted as the argument of the assignment function. But Cable stipulates that 1 is special in that it can only appear on first person pronouns. The index s is also restricted to first person pronouns. These indices are also introduced as binders in the standard way, as sisters to the landing site of a quantifier raised DP. Finally, Cable postulates two different mechanisms for interpreting binders. The first mechanism applies to all numerical binders and is basically identical to the Predicate Abstraction Rule discussed above: [[ i XP ]]w,t,g,s = λx.[[XP]]w,t,g’,s, where g’ = gi/x (i.e. g’ is identical to g except that g’(i) = x).2 The second mechanism is used to interpret the binder s which may be inserted by                                                              2 Cable (2005) uses the notation ‘λi’ for binders instead of just ‘i’. For consistency, I will follow the latter notation due to Heim & Kratzer (1998) which I employed in the previous sections. 8   



moving a first person pronoun: [[ s XP]] w,t,g,s = λx.[[XP]]w,t,g,x. The difference between these two mechanisms is that in the first case binding is established by modifying the assignment function g (i.e. g is replaced by gi/x for interpreting the binder’s sister node), while in the second case it is the speaker parameter that is modified (i.e. s is replaced by x). Let us see how this system derives the bound and the non-bound readings of (1). The DP ‘only I’ inherits its index from ‘I’, and thus its index can be either 1 or s: (19) a.



TP’’ only I1



TP’ TP



1 t1



VP got



DP a



NP question



CP that I understood



b.



TP’’ only Is



TP’ TP



s ts



VP got



DP a



NP question
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CP that I understood



The index on the lower indexical can also technically be either 1 or s, but since all first person indexicals are interpreted as referring to the speaker independent of their index (cf. 15), I omit those indices from the representations in (19). In (19a) the TP’ node is interpreted by the rule for numeric binders: [[TP’]]w,t,g,s = [[1 TP]]w,t,g,s = λx.[[TP]]w,t,g’,s = λx.[[t1 got a question that I understood]]w,t,g’,s, where g’ = g1/x. Since [[t1]] w,t,g’,s = g’(1) = x and [[I]]w,t,g’,s = s, [[TP’]]w,t,g,s = λx.[[x got a question that s understood]]w,t,g,s. When this is combined with ‘only I’, assuming the denotation for ‘only’ given in (8), we get the meaning ‘s got a question that s understood, and for all y if y got a question that s understood then y=s’. This corresponds to the non-bound reading of (1). In (19b) the TP’ node must be interpreted by the special rule for s binders: [[TP’]]w,t,g,s = [[s TP]]w,t,g,s = λx.[[TP]]w,t,g,x = λx.[[ts got a question that I understood]]w,t,g,x Since [[ts]] w,t,g,x = [[I]] w,t,g,x = x, [[TP’]]w,t,g,s = λx.[[x got a question that x understood]]w,t,g,s When this is combined with ‘only I’, we get the interpretation ‘s got a question that s understood, and for all y if y got a question that y understood then y=s’. This corresponds to the bound reading of (1). Cable’s (2005) approach seems attractive since it brings the mechanisms for interpreting bound indexicals closer to the mechanisms generally employed for interpreting bound variables, and by doing so it captures the non-local character of this relation. But this approach does seem to suffer from several drawbacks, both conceptual and empirical. Conceptually, this approach appears to involve a fair amount of redundancy and undesirable stipulation. First, indexical pronouns are taken to be different from third person pronouns in a whole number of respects at once: indexicals are interpreted in a different way from other pronouns (not via the assignment function g), only indexicals can bear the index s (and a for second person pronouns), only indexicals can bear the index 1 (and 2 for second person pronouns), only indexicals are such that they have only a finite choice of indices. Next, the rules for interpreting binders (corresponding to the Predicate Abstraction rule in the classic system) have to be multiplied. A separate rule is needed for interpreting s as a binder; a further (third) rule would presumably be required to interpret a as a binder introduced by second person pronouns. In general, there is no place in the system where the contribution of first and second 10   



person features can be localized, they seem to be making repeated contributions across the whole system. Empirically, I can see at least one potentially significant problem with Cable’s approach. Since the bound reading of indexicals is captured by modifying the speaker (or addressee) parameter with respect to which all the indexicals in the relevant domain are to be interpeted, it is predicted that if one first person pronoun is interpreted as a variable bound by a binder k, then all first person pronouns in the domain of k must also be interpreted as bound variables. I.e. if we have the following structure [[s XP]]w,t,g,s = λx.[[XP]]w,t,g,x, all the first person pronouns in XP shall refer to x (unless there is an intervening s binder). This prediction seems to be false. Consider the following example from Russian. Context: the speaker is John. John’s mother kisses every child from a group of John’s friend. John utters: (20)



Tol’ko ya byl rad shto moya mama menya pocelovala. ‘Only I was happy that my mother kissed me’



According to my intuition, sentence (20) can be uttered in this context and can mean that ‘John (i.e. the speaker) is the only x such that x was happy the John’s (the speaker’s) mother kissed x’. Under this interpretation the last occurrence of the first person pronoun is interpreted as a bound variable, while the possesive pronoun refers to the utterance speaker. For the last pronoun to be intepreted as a bound variable under Cable’s approach, the DP ‘only I’ must quantifier raise inserting the index s as a binder. But in this case both the second and the third occurrence of the indexical find themselves in the domain of the s binder, and so both of them are predicted to have only a bound variable interpretation, contrary to fact. In the next section I put forward an alternative approach to bound indexicals which is conceptually similar to Cable’s (2005) proposal in that it too aims at a unification of the mechanisms for establishing bound variable interpretations, and does not invoke any feature deletion/transmission operations. But at the same time the proposed approach attempts to overcome the conceptual and empirical difficulties noted above with respect to Cable’s theory. 1.3. Person features as parts of complex indices I would like to propose that person features should be treated as parts of the index of pronominal expressions. The index of any pronoun, then, consists (at least) of the pronoun’s person feature, and a numeric index which is assigned freely to all pronouns. All pronouns are uniformly
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interpreted by applying the assignment function g to this complex index.3 Informally, person features serve to restrict the ‘search space’ for g to a certain sub-domain of individuals, i.e. if we have an index  the g function will map 7 unto an individual from the (contextually specified) sub-domain of addressees. Formally, we can re-define the assignment function in the following way (modeled on Heim & Kratzer’s 1998 definition on p. 292):



Assignment function A partial function from indices to denotations is a variable assignment function in context c iff it fulfills the following conditions: For any number n, if ∈dom(g), g() returns an individual that is a speaker in c; if ∈dom(g), g() returns an individual that is an addressee in c;4 if ∈dom(g), g() returns an individual that is neither a speaker, nor an addressee in c. This is the only adjustment to the standard theory that we need to make in order to capture the bound variable reading of indexicals. All the standard mechanisms for establishing semantic binding stay exactly as they were, and nothing else needs to be added. The standard rule for interpreting third person pronouns and traces can then be taken to be a uniform rule for pronoun and trace interpretation which applies independently of whether the pronoun is first, second, or third person:



Pronoun and trace interpretation If α is a pronoun or a trace, k is a (complex) index, and g is an assignment function whose domain includes k, then [[αk]]g = g(k). Nothing special needs to be said about the interpretation of first and second person pronouns. Let us see how this works for the example in (1). Since the numeric index is assigned freely there are two cases to consider: either the numeric index on the higher indexical matches the numeric                                                              3 Note, that in a semantic systems that involves pronominal expressions of different semantic types, the index would already be ‘complex’ in that it would have to include the semantic type of the pronoun (cf. Heim & Kratzer 1998:292).  I will assume that the set of speakers in each utterance context is singleton. This is not necessarily true of the set of addressees.   4
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index on the lower indexical, or these indices are distinct. The following illustrates the two possible structures after quantifier raising of ‘only I’: (21) a.



TP’’ only I



TP’ TP



 t



VP got



DP a



NP question



CP that I understood



b.



TP’’ only I



TP’ TP



 t



VP got



DP a



NP question



CP that I understood
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Note, that in the structures in (21) the complex index plays exactly the same role as the simple numeric index in standard approaches: it is present on the trace of the moved DP, and it is inserted as a binder below the landing site of that DP. The interpretation of (21a-b) also proceeds in exactly the same way as the interpretation of e.g. (5) above. TP’ in (21a) is interpreted by the standard Predicate Abstraction rule: [[TP’]]g = λx.[[TP]]g’ = λx.[[t got a question that I understood]]g’, where g’ is identical to g, except that g’() = x. Since, be the rule of pronoun and trace interpretation, [[t]]g’ = [[I]]g’ = g’() = x, [[TP’]]g = λx.[[ x got a question that x understood]]. The DP ‘only I’ is interpreted in the following way: [[only I]]g = λx.[λP. P(x) and ∀y[ P(y) → y=x]] ([[I]]g). By the rule of pronoun interpretation, [[I]]g = g(). Since g is an assignment function, then by definition g() returns the speaker in c. Then, [[only I]]g = λP. P(speaker) and ∀y[ P(y) → y= speaker] This function combines with the denotation of TP’ calculated above to yield the bound variable interpretation of (1): ‘the speaker in c got a question that the speaker in c understood, and for every y if y got a question that y understood then y is the speaker in c’. Moving on to (21b), TP’ is again interpreted by the standard Predicate Abstraction rule: [[TP’]]g = λx.[[TP]]g’ = λx.[[t got a question that I understood]]g’, where g’ is identical to g, except that g’() = x. Since, [[t]]g’ = g’() = x, [[TP’]]g = λx.[[ x got a question that I understood]]g’. Now, since g’=g for any index except , [[I]]g’ = [[I]]g = g() = speaker in c. Then, [[TP’]]g = λx.[[ x got a question that the speaker in c understood]]. This combines with the denotation of ‘only I’, which we already calculated above, and we obtain the non-bound reading of (1): ‘the speaker in c got a question that the speaker in c understood, and for every y if y got a question that the speaker in c understood then y is the speaker in c’. Note that in this theory the distinction between bound variable and non bound readings of indexicals is encoded in exactly the same way as it is traditionally encoded for third person pronouns: if the index on the quantifier matches the index on the pronoun we obtain semantic 14   



binding, otherwise the pronoun is free. And just like free and bound third person pronouns can co-occur within the scope of a quantifier, the bound and non-bound indexicals are also predicted to co-occur in the scope of a first person binder. We saw above that this prediction is indeed accurate. I repeat the translation of example (20), inserting the indices that correspond to the intended meaning: (22)



‘Only I was happy that my mother kissed me’



Note also, that under this approach the bound variable reading of sentences such as (23)-(24) is easily ruled out without invoking any additional matching mechanisms on top of the standard mechanism of comparing indices: (23)



Only I did all his homework.



(24)



Only he did all my homework.



Since ‘only I’ in (23) will have an index of the form , and the third person pronoun ‘his’ will have an index of the form , these indices will never match, and so semantic binding is predicted to be impossible. The same logic applies to (24). 1.4.Conclusion In this section I gave an overview of the problem that arises for current theories in dealing with bound indexical constructions. I argued that standard solutions, which are based on the assumption that person features on bound indexicals are not interpreted, suffer from conceptual and empirical drawbacks, i.e. they are forced to stipulate special mechanisms for feature deletion/transmission, and at least some of them are not able to capture the whole range of data. I then went on to discuss Cable’s (2005) approach to bound indexicals according to which bound indexicals do not differ with respect to their features from non-bound ones. This is a welcome result, but as I argued, the price that Cable has to pay for this result is rather high: the interpretive system has to be complicated significantly, with a number of stipulatory principles added to govern the distribution of traces and the interpretation of binders. Crucially, Cable’s theory is unable to localize the contribution of person features, and indexicals receive a special treatment thought the interpretive system. Apart from these conceptual issues, Cable’s system was also shown to suffer from an empirical problem. Finally, I put forward a new approach proposing to treat person features as parts of the pronoun’s index. I showed, that this allowed for an elegant treatment of bound indexicals which does not 15   



require any additional stipulations about the interpretive or the syntactic components. The contribution of person features in this theory is compactly localized within the definition of variable assignment functions, and does not re-appear anywhere else in the system. In this way my theory avoids the redundancy problems discussed with respect to Cable’s (2005) approach. The proposed approach also avoids the empirical problem noted for Cable’s theory. The formalization of this theory involves a novel definition of variable assignment functions, and a uniform, person-independent, rule of pronoun and trace interpretation. It remains to be seen whether the proposed theory is able to deal with all cases of bound indexicals, or as Kratzer (2009) suggests, two independent mechanisms are needed to capture the full range of data: a semantic one for long-distance binding, and a syntactic one for local binding. I leave this question for future research.



2. A Blocking Account of the Sequence of Tenses 2.1.Subordinate tense in English and Russian: the data It is a well known fact that Russian and English differ with respect to the interpretation of tenses in complement clauses. In this paper I shall restrict the discussion to tense in the complements of past tense matrix predicates. The basic pattern is the following. In English, a complement clause with a past tense predicate under a past tense matrix verb can either refer to an event that is simultaneous with the event of the matrix clause (the Relative Present interpretation, ex. 25), or to an event that preceded the matrix event (the Relative Past interpretation, ex. 26): (25)



Lena said / thought / knew / saw that Mary was sick.



(26)



Lena said that Mary called her.



Present tense complement clauses under past tense matrix predicates give rise to the so called Double Access Reading. In this case the situation described by the complement clause is taken to hold both at the time of the matrix event, and at the utterance time: (27)



Lena proved that Mary is sick.



In (27) Mary must have been sick at the time of proving and must be sick at the time of utterance. 16   



An interesting property of present under past constructions (such as 27) in English is that their availability seems to depend on the properties of the matrix predicate, and is subject to much dialectal and idialectal variation (see a similar observation in Kratzer 1998). For instance, present under past seems to be degraded under stative matrix predicates (G. Ramchand, p.c.): (28)



??



Lena believed that Mary is sick.



The factors that govern the availability of this construction are not well understood. In Russian the pattern is different. Present under past is interpreted as Relative Present, i.e. the event of the complement clause is taken to be simultaneous with the event of the matrix clause: (29)



Lena skazala / dumala / znala / videla čto Masha bol’na Lena say-PST / think-PST / know-PST / see-PST that Masha Ø-PRES sick ‘Lena said / thought / knew / saw that Masha was sick.’



The sentence in (29) can also have a reading on which the complement clause describes a situation that is true at the utterance time, as well as at the time of the matrix event. This reading is analogous to the Double Access Reading that we observed for English present under past constructions. But since in Russian this reading is not obligatory, it is unclear that it arises through grammatical rather than pragmatic mechanisms. Past tense in Russian complement clauses to past tense matrix predicates is in most cases interpreted as Relative Past. I.e. the event of the complement clause is taken to precede the event of the matrix clause: (30)



Lena skazala čto Masha byla bol’na Lena say-PST that Masha is.PST sick ‘Lena said that Masha had been sick.’



In (30) the event of Mary being sick is interpreted as preceding the event of Lena’s speech. Yet under certain matrix predicates, mostly factive and perceptive ones, past under past in Russian can also have a Relative Present interpretation (this has been noted in Khomitsevich 2007 and discussed in Grønn & von Stechow 2010): (31)



Lena znala / videla čto Masha byla bol’na Lena know-PST / see-PST that Masha is.PST sick ‘Lena knew / saw that Masha was sick.’ 17 



 



(32)



?



Lena dumala čto Masha byla bol’na



Lena think-PST that Masha is.PST sick ‘Lena thought that Masha was sick.’ (33)



??



Lena skazala čto Masha byla bol’n



Lena said-PST that Masha is.PST sick ‘Lena said that Masha was sick.’ The judgments for these examples correspond to my own intuition. It is obvious that the availability of this construction depends on the properties of the matrix predicate, and possibly also on other factors which are, again, ill understood.5 The following table summarizes the data discussed in this section. Table 1. English Russian



Present under Past DAR (restricted) Relative Present



Past under Past Relative Present, Relative Past Relative Past, Relative Present (restricted)



2.2.Overview of the proposal I would like to pursue the idea that Tense heads are ‘pronominal’ in that they denote variables over time intervals (cf. Partee 1973, and especially Heim 1994 and Kratzer 1998). Being pronominal, they carry indexical features analogous to the person features discussed in the previous section, that are interpreted similarly to person features on pronouns. A crucial assumption of my account is that different Tense heads enter into a competition which is parallel to the competition between different types of pronouns, e.g. pronominals and anaphors. As I will argue, this approach allows us to reduce the contrast between SOT and nonSOT languages to a difference in the inventory of Tense heads, without invoking an additional “SOT Parameter” as in von Stechow (2003), Grønn & von Stechow (2010).



                                                             5 It seems that the grammaticality of these constructions with speech act matrix predicates (cf. 33) increases if an addressee is added as an indirect object in the matrix clause. A similar phenomenon has been reported for the English Double Access Reading constructions (G. Ramchand, pc). 18   



2.3. The structure and inventory of Tense heads Tense heads are composed of (at least) three features: •



a semantic feature, PRES or PAST, which determines the interpretation of the Tense head relative to an anchor time;



•



a feature [ut:i] which encodes the index of the anchor time;



•



a morphological feature [morph], with values prs and pst, which determines the phonological spell-out of the Tense head.



Like other pronominal elements, Tense heads also carry an index. I assume that both English and Russian possess the full-fledged versions of Past and Present Tense heads: (34) TPAST = [PAST, ut:i, morph:pst; ind:j] [[TPAST j]]g,c is only defined if g(j) provides an interval t that precedes g(ut:i). If defined [[TPAST j]]g,c = t. (35) TPRES = [PRES, ut:i, morph:prs; ind:j] [[TPRES j]]g,c is only defined if g(j) provides an interval t that includes g(ut:i). If defined [[TPRES j]]g,c = t. Note that, like pronouns, Tenses are interpreted via the variable assignment function applied to their index. The index of the Tense itself does not include any indexical part, and so g can in principle return any time interval. But the semantic PAST and PRES features induce certain presuppositions with respect to this time interval. Specifically, these features determine the position of this time interval relative to the anchor time interval retrieved by applying g to the [ut:i] feature, which encodes another index. This latter index is complex: it has an indexical part [ut], that determines that g should return an interval from the set of Utterance Times (by assumption this set is singleton in each given context), and a numerical part i. This means that if [ut:i] is not bound, it will always refer to the context given (external) Utterance Time. But just like other indexicals, [ut:i] can in principle be bound if it occurs in the scope of a suitable binder. Thus, the [ut:i] feature on Tense is directly parallel to the 1st person feature on pronouns, discussed in the previous section. The difference between Tenses and pronouns is that person 19   



features are taken to be parts of the index of the pronoun itself, while Tense heads have an independent (simplex) index of their own, but their reference is calculated relative to the value of [ut:i]. English also possesses a defective Present Tense head, which carries an unvalued [morph] feature: Tdef,PRES = [PRES, ut:i, morph:_]. We shall see later that this head is the analog of anaphors in the domain of tenses, while non-defective Tense heads can be viewed as analogs of pronominals. Crucially, Russian lacks this defective Tense head. On the proposed account this is the only distinction between English and Russian that is necessary to account for the differences in complement tense patterns discussed above. 2.4. Syntax and semantics of complement clauses Before I move on to show how the proposed view of Tenses allows us to capture the distinction between SOT and non-SOT languages, I must explicate my general assumptions about the structure of complement clauses to speech act and attitude predicates. I follow Lewis (1979) and many researchers since (see e.g. Heim 1994, Abusch 1997, Kratzer 1998, von Stechow 2003, Grønn & von Stechow 2010) in assuming that attitude and speech act predicates take complements that are semantically properties of times. I.e. these matrix predicates have the semantic type ,>>, where i is the type for time intervals, s is the type for worlds, e is the type for individuals, and t is the type for truth values. I depart from the above mentioned authors in my assumptions about the mechanisms that derive the necessary semantic type for complement clauses. The problem is the following (cf. Kratzer 1998:12-15 for a discussion). Consider the complement clause in (36). The structure is simplified, but it is sufficient to illustrate the problem. (36)



CP



that



TP Tj 



VP



Mary



V’ be



sick 20 



 



Assuming that ‘be’ is a predicate of type >> which takes an  complement and an e type specifier, ‘sick’ is of type , and ‘Mary’ of type e, the semantic type of the VP in (36) is . The VP combines with the Tense head, which by assumption is a pronominal of type i, and the semantic type of TP is then . If the complementizer is semantically empty, as is often assumed (cf. e.g. Heim & Kratzer 1998), the complement clause ends up being a proposition, not a property of tenses, and so it cannot combine with attitude and speech act matrix predicates. To solve this dilemma, I propose that the left periphery of such complement clauses is not necessarily semantically empty. Specifically, I propose that attitude and speech-act predicates can subcategorize for complement clauses which involve a Ut functional head in the left periphery, which is an indexical binder  (i.e. it is a binder that only includes the indexical part of an index), and which functions as an unselective binder of [ut:i] features in its domain. The Ut head also carries the morphological tense feature [morph] copied from the matrix Tense head (see below). The structure of the complement clause is then the following: (37)



UtP CP



 that



TP Tj 



VP



Mary



V’ be



sick



The Ut head is interpreted as a binder for all [ut:i] features via an Unselective Predicate Abstraction rule in the following way:



21   



Unselective Predicate Abstraction Let α be a branching node with daughters β and γ, where β dominates only an indexical binder m. Then, for any variable assignment a, [[α]]a = λx.[[ γ]]a’, where a’ is identical to a except that for all k, a’([m:k]) = x.6 This rule says that if a binder only includes the indexical part of a complex index (i.e. it is an indexical binder) it shall bind all the pronominal elements (features, pronouns, tenses) with the same indexical part in the index, irrespective of the numeric part. When we interpret UtP in (37) following this rule, we get [[UtP]]g = λt.[[CP]]g’ = λt.λw.[[Mary is sick at Tj in w]]g’, where g’ is identical to g except that for all k, g’([ut:k]) = t. Then, [[Tj]]g’= g(j) if g(j) includes g’([ut:8]) = t, undefined otherwise (by the definition of Tense heads, see 34-35 above). Hence, [[UtP]]g = λt.λw.[[ Mary is sick at g(j) in w]] if g(j) includes t, undefined otherwise. The semantic type of UtP is now , i.e. it is a property of times as required. The interpretation of (37) illustrates how the Ut head allows us to capture relative tense meanings of complement clauses. In case of (37) it is Relative Present. If the Tense head in (37) were a Past Tense head, the interpretation of UtP would be Relative Past: [[UtP]]g = λt.λw.[[ Mary is sick at g(j) in w]] if g(j) precedes t, undefined otherwise. An additional mechanism is needed to capture the Double Access Readings of Tenses, i.e. the absolute readings (see below). I don’t have clear idea about the nature of this mechanism at the moment. 2.5. Capturing the “SOT Parameter” I would like to propose that Past under Past with a Relative Past interpretation in both Russian and English (examples 26 and 30) involve matrix predicates taking UtP complements with the full-fledged Past Tense head. As illustrated above, these complements end up as properties of times, with the λ-operator over time variables binding the [ut] feature of the complement Tense head. The semantics of the matrix predicates is such that when the complement clause combines with the matrix predicate this [ut] feature ends up bound by the “belief time” of the matrix                                                              6 I am being a little sloppy here and use the variable x to range over individuals of all semantic types. Strictly speaking, the binder should also include the information on the semantic type of the variables it is supposed to bind. 22   



subject (unless the subject incorrectly locates herself in time, this is equivalent to the time of the matrix event). For instance, take the denotation for ‘believe’ going back to Lewis (1979): [[believe]](P)(t)(x)(w) = 1 iff P(w’)(t’) = 1 for all w’ and t’ compatible with x’s beliefs in w at t. Quoting Heim (1994:146), “the worlds and time “compatible” with a person’s beliefs are those at which she might be located for all she can tell” (see also Lewis 1979, Abusch 1997). Hence the complement Past Tense head gets interpreted as referring to an interval which the matrix subjects perceives as preceding the time of the matrix event. Similarly, Present under Past in Russian involves the full-fledged Present Tense head in a UtP complement clause, giving rise to the Relative Present interpretation (example 29). The Past under Past with a Relative Present interpretation in English (example 25) involves the defective Present Tense head in a UtP complement. This head has an unvalued [morph] feature which must be valued against a goal with a corresponding feature. Let us assume that the search for the goal proceeds “upwards”, i.e. the goal must be chosen among c-commanding syntactic objects. Since the complement clause is a UtP in this case, and Ut heads carry a [morph] feature, the complement Tense head ends up Agreeing with the Ut head. The Ut head, in turn, searches upwards, and Agrees in its [morph] feature with the matrix Tense head. We end up with the following configuration: TP



(38)



Tj  V said Agree



UtP CP



ut that Agree



TP Tj 



VP



Mary



V’ be
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sick



In this way, via a series of Agree operations, the defective Present Tense head under Past Tense matrix predicates acquire a [morph:pst] feature, and ends up being spelled out as Past Tense. But semantically it is still interpreted as Present due to its PRES feature, hence the interpretation of (38) (and example 25) is Relative Present. The central question concerning the difference between SOT and non-SOT languages is why in SOT languages Present Tense in the complement cannot be interpreted as Relative Present. Under the current approach this translates into the question: why the full-fledged Present Tense head cannot be used in structure like (38) to mean Relative Present in English, while this is possible in Russian (see the discussion above)? I believe that the answer comes from the phenomenon which can be referred to as blocking. This phenomenon has been argued to exist in the domain of pronouns, and has to do with the competition that occurs between different types of pronouns. Reuland (2001, 2005) has argued that the choice between different types of pronouns is governed by a number of economy conditions. One of them applies to pronouns interpreted as bound variables: “Where a syntactic encoding of the dependency between an anaphor and its antecedent is possible, economy rules out using the pronominal, thus deriving the complementarity between bound pronominals and anaphors where it obtains” (Reuland 2005, p. 509, see also Reuland’s (2001) Rule BV). This captures the unavailability of pronominals in positions where SE-anaphors can be used, on the assumption that SE-anaphors are defective and must Agree with their antecedent: (Dutch, Reuland (2001), p. 450) (39)



Oscar voelde [zich wegglijden]. Oscar felt himself slide away



(40)



*Oscar voelde [hem wegglijden].



Assuming that the above economy condition also applies to Tenses, we can see why the use of a full-fledged Present Tense head is ruled out in structures like (38) in English to mean Relative Present. In (38) the complement Tense is defective and related to its binder, Ut, by the syntactic relation Agree. The non-defective Tense head, on the other hand, does not Agree with Ut, and so 24   



the relation between the binder and the bindee in this case is purely semantic. Hence, economy chooses defective Tense, and blocks the use the fully specified Tense head. In Russian the defective Tense head is not available, and so the non-defective Present Tense is used in Relative Present configurations. 2.6. Absolute tense I assume that English constructions with Present under Past, which have the Double Access Reading (example 27), and Russian Past under Past sentences with relative present meaning, do not involve the Ut binder in the complement clause. This means that the [ut] feature on the complement Tense head is not bound and is interpreted by the g function, which maps it onto the Utterance Time. Hence, the complement Present Tense in English Double Access constructions is actually Absolute Present, while the past tense in Russian Past under Past constructions with what appears to be a Relative Present meaning, is actually Absolute Past. An additional condition is necessary to ensure that the time interval of the complement event in these cases overlaps with the time of the matrix event, i.e. something along the lines of Abusch’s Upper Limit Condition (cf. Abusch 1997, see also Heim 1994). Apart from this some mechanism should ensure that the complement clause ends up with the required semantic type since Ut is not there to do the job in these cases. Unfortunately, I have nothing to say on these matters at this point. 2.7. Conclusion In the second part of the paper I proposed an analysis of Russian and English tense systems that pursues the idea that Tense heads are pronominal, and that a competition exists between different kinds of Tense heads. This competition can be taken to explain the obligatory nature of SOT rules in English, and the absence of such rules in Russian if we assume that English has, while Russian lacks, a defective, or anaphoric, version of the Present Tense head. I put forward a specific technical implementation of this idea.
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